
Have you had trouble feeling the 

depths of your heart or connecting 

with your Inner Self? Is it difficult for 

you to experience a deep state of 

peace and joy? This retreat is the 

opportunity you are looking for… 

join us for this heartwarming 

meditation retreat organized by 

DHRIM Foundation!

Price Information

Participant
This retreat has been designed for beginners 
and advanced meditators

Cost Organization

Payment Options

Retreats are organized to cover 
all expenses and donations are 
for the Foundation’s expenses.€TBD

Our Heart Meditation Retreats are some of the most effective 
transformational experiences available for people today.

Retreat Location: 

Any location in any 

country, depending 

on group.

More Info:
Tel: +34 660391600
retreats@dhrim.org

www.dhrim.org

9 days of multiple meditation sessions 

Guided meditations.

Yoga cleansing and breathing practices

10 nights' accommodation

29 beautifully cooked vegan meals (3 meals/day)

Special dietary requests if needed

Snacks and fruits 

Course manual with all course information

One to one daily tutorial

Shared Accommodation (Single only 7 pers.)

What is Included:

Heart Meditation Retreat
To reconnect with your true Self

DHRIM España (Reg. 615254), Urb. El Rodeno Nr. 370, Segart 46592, Valencia - España. Tel: +34 660-391600, info@dhrim.org, www.dhrim.org 

Reservation Deposit: €200

People are always surprised by how deep they go into meditation on these 

retreats and/or how easy it was to experience states of deep meditation in the 

retreat. That is because, after many years of experience, we've come up with 

a series of techniques that well combined gets the most of the benefits during 

the retreat!

Donation

After Costs, a 
donation is 
requested.

Paypal: Payment at  

https://www.paypal.me/dhrim or you 

can send directly from your Paypal 

account to the following email: 

donation@dhrim.org.

Transfer or deposit to IBAN  ES90 

2038 6520 0760 0015 3785, Bankia 

Bank, DHRIM España, Urb. El 

Rodeno s/n, Segart 46592 

Valencia, Spain.



DHRIM foundation helps people 

reconnect with their Hearts having as a 

result a more harmonious, peaceful and 

joyful life in alignment with their true 

nature.  www.dhrim.org  

COURSE OUTLINE

The course focuses on the practice of meditation, and 

incorporates yoga exercises, inspiring lectures on various 

practical and scientific topics, as well as question & answer 

sessions. There are various breaks where participants can 

rest and incorporate their own practices.

Friday Schedule – Arrival day 0: 
(Dinner included)

Morning or afternoon arrival to the retreat place.
17:00 – 18:00 Registration to the retreat
19.00 – 20.00 – Dinner
20.00 – 21.00 – Welcoming introduction, Q&A.
 
First Saturday  to  Last Sunday Schedule:

7.00 – 8.30 – Meditation session
8.30 – 9.30 – Breakfast
10.00 – 10.30 – meditation exercises
10.30 – 11.30 –Yoga exercises & relaxation
11.30-12.30 – Meditation exercises
12.30 – 15.00 – Lunch and rest
15.00 – 16.30 – Meditation session
16:30 – 17:30 – Tea break 
17.30 – 19.00 – Meditation session & exercises
19.00 – 20.00 – Dinner
20.00 – 21.00 – Questions and answers 

Last Monday – Departure Day 10th: 
(breakfast included)

7.00 – 8.30 – Final Meditation session & Closing 
8.30 – 9.30 – Breakfast
9:30 onwards. Travelling arrangements.

The universal spiritual practice, taught in this 

Intensive Heart Meditation retreat, is based on the 

teachings of Hridaya Yoga. Our approach is rooted in 

the Indian traditions of Advaita Vedanta & Kashmir 

Shaivism. This style of meditation allows beginners to 

experience for the first time what it is like when we 

connect to the spiritual heart. For more advanced 

meditators, this course facilitates going much deeper 

into your meditation practice,  while rediscovering the 

great joy within

In this retreat you will be introduced to the path of the 

Spiritual Heart which brings unconditional love 

toyourself, others, and the environment while 

simultaneously igniting deep healing. Within just a 

few days students experience deep states of peace 

and compassion.  
 
This course  explores all the latest scientific 

discoveries in order  to help participants understand 

how the meditation works. This enforces the practice 

by building knowledge and therefore trust in particular
skil ls designed to enable better meditation. 

Participants will be taught all details involved in the 

practice of Heart meditation.  

One of the topics covered in the program will involve 

self inquiry, exploring what keeps our hearts closed – 

in relationships, towards life, and most of all, toward 

ourselves. We will learn how to make friends with our 

emotions, not to judge, improve, or transform them, 

but simply to feel and be with them in a dignified way. 

We learn to observe and embrace. 

As we rest in the silence of our own being, our inner 

voice becomes clearer and our deep inner life can 

unfold. Therefore, this retreat will be a special 

opportunity to listen deeply to ourselves, just as we 

are.This systematic training helps participants 

develop a continuous awareness of the present 

moment. 

Fundamentally a dedicated practice eventually leads 

to a direct perception of Oneness within the duality of 

manifestation. 

Heart Meditation Program & 
Schedule

DHRIM Foundation

For more information on the Heart Meditation Retreat, call to: +34 660-391600 or +44 207-1933114



The Heart meditation retreat has proven benefits on all levels of our being – 

physical health, mental clarity, emotional release, deeper self-knowledge, a life lived 

in alignment with our innermost truth and an open heart.

What are saying some participants!

“There is truly no better way of 
spending your time, energy 
and money. Great meditation 
sessions. The course picks up 
every student exactly where 
they are."

Sara from Israel, 2017

“I came to the retreat with an overwhelming sense 
of anxiety about the state of my life and now I feel 
renewed and looking forward to work and continue 
practicing meditation. The meditations were moving, 
deep, and effective. I feel more grounded and have 
a better sense of who I am and what I want to do in 
my life."

“I highly recommend this Heart 
meditation course. The teachers are 
knowledgeable and experienced, and 
they practice what they preach. On top 
of that, they are very loving, caring and 
compassionate to their students."

George from Romania, 2017 Susane from Sweeden, 2017

Heart Meditation Retreat

Our retreats are organized and led by people with 

vast experience in long retreats, from various 

teaching traditions.  All retreats are unique, for each 

time the group will be made of unique individuals.

As the retreat passes  through the days, there is a 

field of awareness that develops and benefits all in

their own spiritual journey.  

The retreat will include; lectures, guided meditations, 

personal interviews, the teaching of different techniques 

to still the mind, self centering in daily  life, yoga 

exercises, advice and guidance when required and 

plenty of informative educational materials (booklet, 

videos, audios).  

We have optional extra meditation sessions in the 

mornings as well as optional practices during the day 

such as silent breaks and meals for those who are looking 

to intensify their meditation experience. Those who prefer 

to can simply opt out of the extra sessions and relax. 

Ultimately, the most important outcome of this retreat is to 

become accustomed to centering in the Spiritual Heart. 

This means we get used to and embrace the quiet, 

peaceful, infinite, and eternal foundation of our being, 

which cannot be perceived by the rational mind, but is the 

source of all inspiration, love, beauty, and spiritual life. 

When we venture deeper from the surface of our egos 

into the realm of the Spiritual Heart, it is likely that some 

purification on the physical, mental and emotional levels 

can occur. This is our bodies way of releasing old 

blockages, traumas, and negative emotions in order to 

access the deeper levels of the soul.  

When these  transformations eventually balance, 

meditation ceases to be boring, painful, or just a passing 

experience, and truly becomes a deep, joyful, and blissful 

experience. Depending on the individual's level of 

practice and awareness, these transformations can be 

immediate or can take a longer time to process. 

What the retreat is about?

Participants gradually develop 
the following skills:

Awareness of emotions and sensory perceptions 

and the Inner Self.

The purification of the body and mind giving as a 

result a more peaceful mind. 

The transcending of desires and egotistical 

tendencies with a more balanced state of mind.

For more information on the Heart Meditation Retreat, call to: +34 660-391600 or +44 207-1933114
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